Sopra Ceiling
DESCRIPTION
The Sopra ceiling flush mount light by Tech Lighting is unique
in that it is highlycustomizable with four distinct shade options,
each shade options brings character and sophistication to any
space. The decorative accessories are illuminated by a
downwardfiring LED that is hidden within the minimalist socket
and canopy. Shade options include a solid pure optic crystal
cylinder. the elegant Mina laseretched crystal sphere. a
facetted diamondlike crystal sphere. and a carefully detailed
metal optic ring. Further customize the Sopra by choosing from
Satin Nickel or Chrome finish options. With a modest scale the
Sopra is ideal for living room lighting, home office lighting and
bedroom lighting. The Sopra comes with an energy efficient
integrated LED lamp, this lamp option is fully dimmable to
create the desired ambiance in your any space. Includes 120v
14.5 watt, 172 delivered lumens, 3000K LED module.
Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic or triac dimmer.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
26.5lb / 0.912.95kg ±
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